To the Hon. the House for obtaining the Colony of Georgia in America.

This town of the Town of Savannah is hereby dedicated to her Honors.

Alleged and made, Michael Vassali.

[Handwritten script, not transcribed]
A NEW MAP of GEORGIA, with Part of CAROLINA, FLORIDA and LOUISIANA.
Drawn from Original Draughts, assisted by the most approved Maps and Charts.
Collected by Emanuel Bowen, Geographer to His Majesty.
This Map
In every particular copied with a Pen from an Old Plat of CHARLES TOWN dated 1671 found in a Book of Plats of various parts of U.S.A. printed in LONDON 1671.
The Northern part of Virginia is shown here, and extends further Southwards. It's inferred for the better description of the entrance into the Bay of Chesapeake.
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THE TRAINBANDS SIGNING LEISLER'S DECLARATION
BOUNDARIES AS CLAIMED IN 1754
AT BEGINNING OF FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR

England, France, and Spain set up claims to the region west of the Rocky Mountains but no claims had been in any respect established by 1754.
Fort Oswego
(Ouagen)
Land ceded to Britain as a result of the French and Indian War